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説明

Since we have "subtasks" now, it would be better to (optionally) show a tree of issues in the "Roadmap" instead of a list of issues.

Is there an overall design ready how subtasks will affect the user interface in general?

journals

+1

This is related to #6979

+1

+1

+1 please !

Why this ticket is closed?

It should be opened.

+1

+1

+1

Is there any plan to implement this request?
Are there plugins (compatible with the latest version of redmine) providing this feature?

Cheers

This is in some way related to #7907. IMHO, the ticket list in the Roadmap should be
replaced by - or at least made more similar to - the "normal" ticket list.

+1
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+1

+1

+1

See here as well -- 

See http://www.redmine.org/projects/redmine/wiki/HowTo_TreeQuery

+1 current layout nonsensical

I propose to change the order of issues in the roadmap in ascending order of Parent task.

The result of applying the patch:
!{width: 80%; border: 1px solid #ccc}roadmap.png!

before change:

!{width: 50%; border: 1px solid #ccc}before_change.png!

Currently, issues on the Roadmap page are sorted by tracker_id. You can see an example on 
https://www.redmine.org/projects/redmine/roadmap. As a committer of Redmine, the order is convenient. This is the similar order
with the [[Changelog]].

But the patch attachment:change_roadmap_issues_to_tree_structure.patch sorts issues by
issues.id. I don't like the order.

I applied the patch provided in #5275-19 and found it extremely helpful. It's not clear to me why it would be a desirable behavior
to order by issue number; the order in which an issue is created (and thereby receives a number) has no necessary and sufficient
bearing on due date nor relationships with other trackers, which seem like defining characteristics of a roadmap.

A cursory google search seems to indicate that this is a highly requested feature, and
Mizuki ISHIKAWA's solution seems to work. Thanks very much.

+1

It would be great to have it.
related_issues

relates,New,7907,Display Issues in a hierarchy (tree)
duplicates,Closed,6979,Roadmap tasks hierarchy
duplicates,Closed,16026,Roadmap subtask

履歴
#1 - 2022/05/10 17:23 - Admin Redmine

- カテゴリ を Roadmap_22 にセット
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